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CONECTIV READIES $365M LOAN 
FOR BETHLEHEM FACILITY
Wilmington, Del.-based Conectiv is preparing to tap the non-recourse loan market to finance
the construction of a $600 million gas-fired combined-cycle power plant in Bethlehem, Pa.
Sole bookrunner Credit Suisse First Boston and fellow co-lead Bank of Nova Scotia on May
22 will launch a $365 million, four-year facility backing the development. Tim Brown, a
Conectiv spokesman, did not return calls.

A CSFB banker says the lynchpin of the credit is the short construction plus two-year
tenor and an overlapping five-year tolling agreement with Conectiv. The structure allows
for strong cash coverage given the merchant nature of the plant, the banker adds. A rival
financier notes CSFB debuted this structure in its $822 million non-recourse loan
financing a portfolio of Midwest peakers for PSEG Power (PFR, 7/16). The CSFB

(continued on page 8)

NATIONAL GRID EYES NORTHEAST UTILITIES TIE-UP
U.K. transmission monopoly National Grid has been holding merger discussions with
Northeast Utilities for the past few months and is planning to swoop for the U.S. utility
toward the end of this year following the completion of its announced tie-up with Lattice,
a U.K. monopoly gas pipeline business. A banker close to the negotiations says Northeast
Utilities has retained Morgan Stanley to advise on the deal, but he declined to name
National Grid’s advisor. 

Jackie Barry, a spokeswoman at National Grid in Westborough, Mass., declined to
comment and James Ross, chairman, did not return phone calls. Deborah Beauchamp, a
spokeswoman at Northeast Utilities in Hartford, Conn., and Michael Morris, chairman and
ceo, also did not return calls. Bankers at Morgan Stanley declined to comment on the matter.

A tie-up between National Grid/Lattice and Northeast Utilities would create a $21 billion

(continued on page <None>)

CIBC CLOSES V.C. UNIT, SHOWS POWER TECH
HONCHO THE DOOR
CIBC Capital Partners, a merchant banking affiliate of CIBC World Markets, is closing
down its power technology venture capital unit, say market officials, and earlier this
month laid off Jay Hatfield, managing director and head of power technology, and other
high-ranking bankers in the group. Robert McCloud, a CIBC spokesman, confirmed
that Hatfield and a handful of his colleagues had been handed pink slips, but declined to
comment on the number of casualties or discuss the matter further.

A power technology analyst familiar with the layoffs says CIBC has decided to
dismantle the whole group because of the slowdown in the power technology sector.
“Power technology was taking off when the group was formed a couple of years ago and
banks saw a great opportunity. CIBC’s move is symbolic of the slump in the sector and

(continued on page 7)
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Web Exclusives 
Refco Group, a New York broker and
financial services company, is looking
to set up an energy trading desk in
London and has hired a pair of traders
from El Paso to lead the effort.

BP has decided to sell a 400 MW
power plant in the U.K. that it acquired
as part of its Amoco merger, because it
doesn’t meet its strategic requirements.

European power companies are
increasingly looking at the securitization
market as a route to free up capital, say
rating agencies and bankers.

For the full stories go to PFR’s Web site
(www.iipower.com)



KeySpan Awaits Tax Ruling Before
Deciding On Funding
KeySpan is looking at financing its Long Island and New York
City plant expansion via tax-exempt bonds, its preferred option
versus tapping the non-recourse market. Mike Taunton,
treasurer, says the company is currently waiting for the Internal
Revenue Service to rule on its application for tax exemption on
the financing. He declined to speculate on the likely outcome,
but notes KeySpan is expecting to receive a ruling by the end of
the summer. The company has also been assessing the project
finance market (PFR, 11/22), but Taunton says little progress
has been made down that route because of the preference for a
tax-exempt issue.

Under its New York state expansion plan KeySpan is looking to
add some 660 MW to its generation portfolio. The Long Island
portion is made up of a 79 MW project in Glenwood, a 79 MW
project in Port Jefferson and a 250 MW unit in Melville. The Big
Apple component is a 250 MW addition to its Ravenswood plant.

Tractebel Plots ERCOT 
Plant Financing
Tractebel Power is looking to arrange financing for the
construction of a 343 MW natural gas-fired combined-cycle
plant in Ennis, Texas, and has awarded lead slots to Denver-based
CoBank and London-based Abbey National Treasury Services,
say project bankers. While it is unusual for a European bank
without a U.S.-based project finance team to lead an American
project loan, one banker notes that because Tractebel Power is the
subsidiary of a large European utility it has strong lending
relationships in Europe. Bankers declined comment on the likely
dollar size of the financing, or any of the terms, beyond saying

the deal is unlikely to reach the market before June. Officials at
Abbey and CoBank declined to comment. 

Tractebel Power, the U.S. generation arm of Belgian utility
Tractebel, is also finalizing financing plans for a chunk of other
U.S. projects (PFR, 5/6) with leads Credit Suisse First Boston
and ING Barings.  

E.on Looks To Unveil U.S. Deal
During Summer Road Show
German energy giant E.on is hoping to announce its double
acquisitions of Ohio energy concerns Cinergy and DPL
during a U.S. investor road show that is planning to make this
July, says an official close to the negotiations. An E.on investor
relations official in Dusseldorf declined to comment beyond
saying that details of the road show have yet to be determined. 

While the exact timetable of the merger announcement
obviously depends on how the three-way negotiations proceed,
a mid-summer announcement would likely fit in nicely with
the timing of its acquisition of Powergen and subsidiary
Louisville Gas and Electric. Bankers says the Powergen deal,
which already has approval in Europe and Kentucky, is likely to
get the nod from the Securities and Exchange Commission
early this summer. E.on has stated publicly that it will seek out
further stateside acquisitions once its Powergen purchase closes.

E.on approached Cinergy and DPL last month about a merger
(PFR, 4/29). A three-way tie up would create a global energy
company with a market capitalization of some $40 billion. 

Bankers say that DPL has retained Morgan Stanley to
advise on a sale, Cinergy has hired J.P. Morgan and E.on has
hired Goldman Sachs. Calls to all three banks and Josef
Nelles, an E.on spokesman, Elizabeth McCarthy, cfo at DPL,
and Steve Brash, a Cinergy spokesman, were not returned.
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German Giant Eyes 
Allegheny Tie Up
E.on has put Allegheny Energy on its U.S. shopping list and
would like to acquire the  Hagerstown, Md.-based utility and
generation outfit following its planned purchase of two Ohio
energy concerns, Cinergy and DPL, according to an official
familiar with E.on’s strategy. E.on hopes to announce the
Ohio acquisitions during its annual road show in July (see
story, page 2). The official adds E.on has yet to enter
acquisition discussions with Allegheny.

Dusseldorf-based E.on was originally looking to acquire
Ameren following the Ohio purchases, but has nixed this idea
because Ameren’s AmerenUE subsidiary is involved in a drawn
regulatory battle with the Missouri Public Service Commission,
the official says. The state regulator is arguing that the utility
earned between $246-$285 million more than it should have and
is looking to recoup some of these above-normal profits, explains
the official. The case could be resolved later this year, however, if
it is challenged in court it could go on for much longer.  

Josef Nelles, an E.on spokesman, and Susan Gallagher, a
spokeswoman at Ameren, and officials at Allegheny did not
return calls.

ABB Hires Innogy Options Trader
ABB Treasury and Energy Services has hired Richard
Cockburn, a power options trader at U.K. utility Innogy, to
trade the U.K. electricity market. Mark Meyrick, managing
director and head of ABB’s energy trading unit in London, says
the hire reflects ABB’s growing franchise in the U.K. power
market. The unit is doing more business and needed to add
another trader to its small desk, he explains. Meyrick notes
Cockburn will trade both options and forwards in his new
position. Cockburn is in between posts and could not be
reached for comment. He joins ABB in July.

ABB set up its U.K. power-trading operations in August
2000, ahead of the launch of the New Electricity Trading
Arrangements (Neta). Until that time ABB only traded one
power market, Scandinavia’s Nordpool, out of its Stockholm
office. Expected volatility following the launch of Neta
prompted ABB to enter the U.K., explains Meyrick.

Meyrick notes that ABB trades power both on a proprietary
basis and for clients seeking structured energy hedges. While
ABB has exited the turbine business, it still has strong
relationships with power companies and large electricity users
through its electrical switching business.
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Mirant Increases Perryville 
Equity Stake
Mirant has increased its equity strike in the $336.5 million
Perryville project, despite recently announcing plans to sell its
stake in the greenfield development to co-sponor Cleco. 

Mirant has injected another $25 million, taking its
equity contribution to 35%, from the already higher 27%
level that was shown to banks when the $252 million loan
backing the project was re-launched this spring (PFR, 4/8).
An official at lead arranger KBC Bank confirmed the
change but declined to comment on the rationale behind
deleveraging the project.

The Atlanta-based IPP is currently finalizing the sale of its
stake in the project to Cleco and delays in the sale process
mean KBC has pushed back the expected closure of the
financing by another two to three weeks from the initial target
of mid May, the official says.

The loan, which stalled in syndication last summer amid
concerns of a flood of paper from Mirant (PFR, 8/6), was re-
structured with a shorter tenor and less gearing for the spring
re-launch, with the aim of drawing in another $120 million in
commitments. The KBC banker says 10 banks are presently
reviewing writing a ticket. 

Perryville is a 725 MW combined-cycle gas turbine project
being developed at Perryville, La. 

Aquila Loses Two 
Weather Pros
Aquila’s fledgling weather derivatives operation in London
has lost two of its inaugural startup team with the recent
departure of Sonny Kapoor, senior trader, and Peter
Brewer, originator. 

Brad Hoggatt, head of the desk and a recent transplant
from Aquila’s Kansas City headquarters, says the shop is
committed to developing its London weather franchise,
adding that quant and structured trader Joaquin Narro has
been promoted to take over from Kapoor. On the origination
side, the desk is tapping into some of its Kansas City-based
expertise and also the company’s London power and gas team
to maintain coverage. Hoggatt adds that he has also taken on
some marketing duties. 

Aquila’s City weather desk was unveiled at the start of the
year (PFR, 1/20) with a four-man line-up and the remit to tap
into growing client demand in Europe for weather hedges.
Hoggatt says the firm remains very bullish on the European
weather market.

While neither Kapoor nor Brewer could be reached for
comment, one official says Kapoor left to take a job elsewhere,
rather than because of any strategic change at Aquila. The
official was unaware of why Brewer jumped. Hoggatt declined
comment on why the two staffers decided to leave.
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Western Utility Funds Plant
Construction
The Nebraska Public Power District plans to use the proceeds
from a $75 million offering of one-year notes, which were set to
reach the market late last week, to partly finance the
construction of a gas-fired power plant in Beatrice, Neb. The
229 MW facility is expected to cost approximately $230 million
and will come on line in 2005, according to Marcia Cady, an
NPPD spokeswoman. She was unable to provide details on how
the rest of the plant’s construction costs are being financed.  

The NPPD is tapping the bond market with anticipation
notes, a form of bridge financing whereby the issuer agrees to
issue more bonds at maturity, explains Karl Pfeil, an analyst at
Fitch Ratings in New York. He notes that utilities typically issue
commercial paper rather than bonds for this type of short-term
financing. “We haven’t seen a lot of public power entities issuing
bond anticipation notes before. However, interest rates are
currently very favorable so it’s a good decision.”   

According to Cady, the offering was led by Bear Stearns and
co-managed by UBS PaineWebber, A.G. Edwards, Lehman
Brothers, Goldman Sachs, Edward Jones, U.S. Bancorp Piper
Jaffray, RBC Dain Rauscher Wessels, Kirkpatrick Pettis and
Ameritas Investment. 

The NPPD was created in 1970 with the merger of three
utilities: Consumers Public Power District, the Platte Valley
Public Power and Irrigation District and the Nebraska Public
Power System.

TXU Regulated Unit Makes 
Bond Mart Debut
Oncor Electric Delivery, the regulated transmission and
distribution arm of TXU, has tapped the bond market for
the first time with a $1.2 billion two-part offering. The
$700 million of 10-year and $500 million of 30-year first-
mortgage notes will be used to pay off a mix of maturing
and callable debt, says Bert Gilson, an investor relations
official in Dallas. He declined to comment on which issues
will be taken out. 

Under Texas’ deregulation plan, effective Jan. 1 this
year, TXU Electric de-merged into Oncor and the
unregulated TXU Energy unit, which holds the company’s
generation assets. Gilson notes the offering allows first-
mortgage bonds that pledged assets from across TXU
Electric to be taken out and replaced with notes just
backed by T&D assets.

The 6.375% coupon 10-year notes were issued at 99.783
and the 7% 30-year notes were issued at 98.547. Gilson adds
after seeing the demand and the pricing that was on offer the
offering was up-scaled from a planned $1 billion issue. Lead
underwriters Lehman Brothers and Barclays Capital were
selected after a competitive bidding process. 

Under a Public Utility Commission of Texas order, Oncor has
to have a 60:40 debt-to-equity split. Gilson says the $1.2 billion
issue puts the company very close to that target capital structure,
so it doesn’t envisage issuing further debt in the near future. 

Corporate Strategies

Entergy Pays Down Turbine Facility
New Orleans-based Entergy has paid off lenders in a $350 million
revolver that was arranged last fall to fund its acquisition of
turbines. The Turbine Trust 1 facility was only funded last
September, but with Entergy scaling back its development
activities, and so reducing the need for turbines, the loan was
taken out early, explains an official close to the deal. A financier at
Barclays Capital, lead arranger of the revolver, and Morgan
Stewart, a spokesman at Entergy, declined comment. 

Under the structure, the revolver was used to purchase
turbines that were then re-assigned to specific projects. These
in turn were expected to gain their own funding with which to
pay back the revolver, one banker explains. Although the deal
was 85% guaranteed by Entergy and is considered a solid
credit, the banker says he’s glad to wash his hands of the
facility. “I’m glad to see it go away, because of the way the
turbine market has gone,” he comments, referring to the glut
of turbine supply and sagging prices in the wake of
construction cancellations.

Mirant Eyes Summer Launch 
For $310M Merchant Deal
Atlanta-based Mirant is looking at a June or July launch for a
non-recourse bank facility funding the construction of two U.S.
combined-cycle gas-turbine power plants. The loan will likely be
for $300-310 million and cover the construction of the 300 MW
Mint Farm project in Longview, Wash. and the 550 MW Sugar
Creek project at Terre Haute, Ind., says one banker. The plants
will be run on a merchant basis, he adds. Officials at Bank Of
America, which was retained recently to arrange the project
financing (PFR, 4/15), declined to comment. 

Mirant scaled back the project loan from a planned four
plant $750 million deal (PFR, 1/14), as a result of the reduced
expansion program at the beleaguered independent power
producer. The reduced number of plants may cut diversification
in the financing, but the banker notes that the remaining
CCGT plants are being built in separate power pools that have a
very low correlation and operate on different dynamics.
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Banks Seal La Rosita
Citibank, BNP Paribas and the Export
Development Corp., Canada’s national credit

export agency, have closed financing for InterGen’s $600 million
multi-tranche non-recourse loan for the construction of La
Rosita I and II (1,075 MW). A project financier involved in the
deal says that initial funds were released late last month to the
project sponsor. 

The facility was carved up into four pieces: tranche A is a
$437 million 15-year senior credit facility wrapped with
political risk insurance from the Export Development Corp.;
tranche B is a $109 million 11-year senior credit facility;
tranche C is a $10 million seven-year revolving working capital
facility and tranche D is a $45 million five-year loan.

The loan was co-arranged by Société Générale, KBC Bank
and ANZ Investment Bank and HypoVereinsbank, Fortis,
Dexia, Credit Lyonnais, NordLB and Bayerische Landesbank
also committed funds.  

InterGen’s La Rosita plants have entered into power
purchase agreements with both the state-owned Comision
Federal de Electricidad and with Coral, a Shell subsidiary

(PFR, 4/15). Half the output is contracted to the CFE and
20% to Coral. The balance will be sold on an uncontracted
basis into southern California.

ING, Tokyo-Mitsubishi Eye 
Mexican Project
Lead arrangers Citibank and Mizuho Financial are in discussions
with Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi and ING Barings about
committing to a $210 million long-term non-recourse loan
earmarked for the construction of Altamira (495 MW), a
combined-cycle gas-turbine plant in northeastern Mexico. A
project financier involved in the financing says BTM and ING are
likely to come on board as co-arrangers shortly and adds the loan
is expected be sealed by the end of this month. Project sponsors
Electricité de France (51%) and Mitsubishi (49%) should receive
the construction funds by the end of June or early July, he notes.
The financier declined to comment on the terms of the loan. 

The project sponsors will jointly provide $100 million in equity
financing for Altamira (PFR, 5/6). The facility will sell all of its
output to the Comision Federal de Electricidad, Mexico’s national
power company, under a 25-year power purchase agreement. 

Latin America

Latin American Power Financing Calendar
Following is a directory of upcoming projects and related financing in the Latin American power sector. To report new deals
or provide updates, please call Amanda Levin Arnold, Reporter, at (212) 224-3292 or email: alevin@iinews.com 

Sponsor Project Project Size Cost Country Advisor/ Status PFR  
Type (MW) ($mil) Financier Issue

ABB Thermo Bahia Gas-fired 187 205 Brazil IDB/BofA Launched $173M loan 3/4/02
Alcoa Santa Isabel Hydro 1,087 700 Brazil Citi Has hired Citi to lead deal 2/11/02
Ceran - Hydroelectric 360 111 Brazil BNDES Will launch the loan shortly 10/8/01
Compahnia Energetica Termopernambuco Gas-fired 520 403.5 Brazil IADB/BBVA/BNDES Syndication due shortly 12/24/01

de Pernambuco
Corporacion Venezolana Tocoma Dam Hydroelectric - 2,100 Venezuela - Expects to bring project on line by 2006 6/25/01

de Guyana
Duke Energy Pederneiras Gas-fired 500 270 Brazil - Will finance with equity capital. 3/11/02

International
EdF, Mitsubishi Altamira Gas-fired 495 300 Mexico Citi/Fuji Is talking to potential co-arrangers. 5/13/02
Electricite de France Rio Bravo III Gas-fired 500 290 Mexico SocGen Arranging a $217M project loan 3/4/02
El Paso - Gas-fired 200 200 Mexico - Expects to bring project on line by 2003 4/16/01
El Paso Araucaria Gas-fired 469 340 Brazil Dresdner Closing $340M in financing 3/4/02
El Paso Macae Gas-fired 400 700-800 Brazil - Refinancing with a project loan 3/11/02
Iberdrola Vera Cruz Gas-fired 800 700 Mexico - IADB has offered assistance to relaunch the 6/9/01

stalled project
Iberdrola, Banco de Termo Gas-fired 540 350 Brazil IDB, BBVA Expects to bring project on line by 2002 3/26/01

Brazil, Previ Pernambuco
InterGen Carioba Gas-fired 945 670 Brazil - Project delayed until Q1 of 2003 2/25/02
PSEG Global SAESA Distribution N/A 450 Chile J.P. Morgan Considering taking out  a $300M loan 9/24/01

company to fund the acquisition
PSEG Global Electroandes Hydroelectric 183 227 Peru J.P. Morgan Considering taking out a $100M loan to 9/27/01

fund the acquisition
Sempra Energy Mexicali Gas-fired 600 350 Mexico SocGen In the process of arranging a corporate loan 3/11/02

Resources
Union Fenosa La Laguna II 450  - Mexico - - 7/2/01
Union Fenosa Tuxpan III & IV Gas-fired 938 600 Mexico Deutsche Bank BOTM Expects to bring plant on line by 2003 6/4/01
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Europe
• British Energy, the nuclear power generator, is in talks
about the possibility of taking over the running of the aging
Magnox reactors owned by British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL).
Taking over the management of some, but probably not all, of
BNFL’s six Magnox plants would produce valuable fees for
British Energy when it is losing money on sales from its own
10 reactors because of depressed wholesale electricity prices in
the U.K. (Financial Times, 5/6).

• The Czech government has approved the sale of its shares in
eight regional power distributors to state-controlled power
utility Cez, in an effort to make the privatization of the power
sector easier. In return, Cez will transfer to the state a 66%
stake in transmission company CEPS, a move that will make
the national grid operator independent (Financial Times, 5/7).

• Azurix, the water arm of Enron, has gained bondholder
approval for the GBP1.24 billion ($1.8billion) sale of Wessex
Water, its U.K. subsidiary, to YTL of Malaysia. The move
brings to an end weeks of bargaining with bondholders and
comes after Azurix last week agreed to increase the purchase
price for its bonds for the third time. Azurix needs to buy back
its bonds so that YTL does not have to take on responsibility
for Wessex’s debt (Financial Times, 5/9).

U.S. & Canada
• Enron officials were aware, at least a year ago and long before
the energy concern filed for bankruptcy protection in December,
that its portfolio of foreign assets had lost as much as half of their
$6.15 billion book value (Wall Street Journal, 5/6).

• Mirant expects to add a 170 MW natural gas-fired unit to
its existing 67 MW Kendall plant in Cambridge, Mass. The
expansion will be completed late summer (Dow Jones, 5/6). 

• Northwest Natural Gas’ planned $1.8 billion acquisition
of utility Portland General Electric from Enron was thrown
into doubt as Enron issued its bankruptcy reorganization
plan. Portland, Ore.-based NW Natural, the state’s largest gas
utility, agreed in October to acquire PGE from Enron for
about $1.8 billion plus about $1.1 billion in assumed debt
and preferred stock (Reuters, 5/3). 

• Traders at Enron drove up prices during the California
power crisis through questionable techniques that company
lawyers said “may have contributed” to severe power shortages,
according to internal documents released by federal regulators.
The memorandums written in December 2000 by lawyers at
Enron describe the effective increasing of costs to all market
participants by “knowingly increasing the congestion costs”
(The New York Times, 5/7).

• Tenaska’s 846 MW combined-cycle power plant at
Billingsley, northwest of Montgomery, Ala., commenced
operations May 1. The natural gas-fired plant was developed
under a joint partnership with Diamond Generating. A unit
of Williams will supply natural gas and market the power
produced (Dow Jones, 5/7).

• Dynegy is in talks to sell stakes in two of its largest assets.
Michael Flinn, president of Dynegy Europe, said it was in
advanced talks to sell up to 50% of Northern Natural Gas
Pipeline in the U.S., which it acquired in November from
Enron. He added it is discussing the sale of its gas storage assets
in the U.K., which it bought from BG Group last summer for
GBP421 million ($618 million) (Financial Times, 5/8). 

• The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission widened its
investigation into California’s troubled energy market, ordering all
power sellers to preserve records relating to their electricity-trading
strategies in the state for 2000 and 2001. The move came a day after
internal Enron memos were released that pointed to manipulation of
the Golden State’s markets (Wall Street Journal, 5/8)

• New Jersey regulators slapped a $2 million fine on a unit of
Conectiv, saying its power plant emissions caused smog in the
Garden State. Under a settlement with the state’s Department
of Environmental Protection, Conectiv can reduce the fine by
half if it spends $1 million planting trees in the state’s urban
areas (Dow Jones, 5/8).

• Xcel Energy extended until May 17 its offer to buy back the
public shares of NRG Energy, its independent power producer
subsidiary. Xcel said it extended the offer because the Securities
and Exchange Commission had not yet authorized the completion
of the deal. Xcel owns 74% of NRG (Associated Press, 5/8). 

The Weekly Recap is a summary of publicly reported power news stories. The information has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, but PFR does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy.

Weekly Recap
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Financing Record (MAY 2 - MAY 9)

Bonds
Issue Date Maturity Issuer Amount ($mil) Offer Price Type of Security Coupon (%) Spread to Treasury Moody’s S&P Bookrunner(s)

05/03/02 05/22/07 RWE 58.9 100 FRNs Floats - A1 AA- HypoVereins
05/06/02 06/01/12 CLECO Power 50 100 IQ Notes 6.05 97 Aaa AAA Ed.Jones
05/07/02 05/30/08 Forces Motrices de Mauvoisin 63.1 100.8 Fxd/Straight Bd 4 - NR A+ Zuercher
05/07/02 05/15/07 Western Resources 365 100 Fst Mtg Bonds 7.875 342 Ba1 BBB- SSB
05/07/02 05/15/07 Western Resources 400 100 Sr Unsecurd Nts 9.75 529 Ba2 BB- SSB
05/08/02 05/01/07 TECO Energy 300 99.733 Notes 6.125 160 A3 BBB+ BofA/BoNY/CSFB/SSB
05/08/02 05/01/12 TECO Energy 400 99.89 Notes 7 180 A3 BBB+ BofA/BoNY/CSFB/SSB

M&A
Date Announced Date Target Name Target Advisors Target Country Acquiror Name Acquiror Advisors Acquiror Country Value ($mil)

05/02/02 05/02/02 Vattenfall Heating - Sweden Rindi Energi - Sweden -
05/03/02 05/03/02 Braunschweiger Versorgung - Germany TXU Corp - U.S. -
05/04/02 05/04/02 Enel Power Plants (2) - Nicaragua Coastal Corp - U.S. 41.400
05/06/02 - Braunschweiger Versorgung - Germany TXU Corp - U.S. -

Source: Thomson Financial Securities Data Company. For more information, call Rich Peterson at (973) 645-9701.
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FIVE EASY WAYS TO ORDER:

Fuel Cell Co. Seeks Funds
To Stave Off Bankruptcy
ZeTek Power, a London-based fuel cell
developer, is looking to raise $10-12
million in private equity by Dec. 7 to
fend off bankruptcy. The company was
pushed to the brink of collapse last
month when one of its private equity
investors, Texaco, decided to walk
away from a private financing round.

See story, page 3
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DUKE SEEN BUYING CMS PLANT DOWN UNDER
Duke Energy International is close to purchasing CMS Energy’s 50% stake in a 
2,000 MW coal-fired plant in Australia, says an official familiar with the matter. While
neither party would comment on the pending asset sale, Peter Barnett, a spokesman at
CMS in Dearborn, Mich., says it is close to finding a buyer and could announce a sale
before year-end. Jennifer Epstein, a spokeswoman at Duke Energy in Atlanta, referred
calls to spokespeople at its international division in Houston, who did not respond. 

CMS put its stake in the Loy Yang power plant up for sale in the first quarter of last
year and last December decided to write down its entire $267 million equity
investment in the Melbourne-based facility. “We have decided to exit the generation
market in Australia because it has not been as profitable as we initially expected,” says
Barnett. He adds CMS has not set a specific price tag on the plant and declined to

(continued on page 12)

LONDON UTILITY READIES $1.4B MTN 
PROGRAM TO FUND TXU ACQUISITIONS
London Electricity, the holding company for Electricité de France’s U.K. generation,
supply and wire assets, is in the process of arranging a GBP1 billion ($1.42 billion)
medium-term note program and is considering tapping the shelf shortly to refinance
some GBP500 million of recent acquisition costs.

Steve Bott, group finance manager in London, says the utility has hired BNP
Paribas to arrange the program and may use the French bank to underwrite the first
bond deal. “Bankers being bankers, [BNP] will no doubt want to lead the deal, but
nothing has been decided.” Any bond offering is unlikely to hit the market before

(continued on page 12)

TRIO OF COMPANIES NEARS EPA DEAL, 
BOND FINANCING LIKELY
Several major U.S. power companies, including Cinergy, PSEG Power and South
Carolina Public Service Authority, are close to reaching agreements with the United
States Environmental Protection Agency about cutting SO2 and NOx emissions from
their coal-fired generation units, a move that could result in several hundred million
dollars in bond financing. “In the main we’re looking at old, small, dirty units being
shut down and larger units refurbished,” according to an attorney at the EPA in
Washington, D.C. 

Cinergy has estimated the cost of buying and installing new pollution control
equipment at $1.4 billion, but this figure does not include the cost of shutting down or

(continued on page 12)
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the overall decline in venture capital investments.” 
Another New York banker familiar with the matter says,

“The investments the group made did not turn out to be
profitable because of the downturn in the sector. And in
general, investment opportunities in power technology have
dried up, so the [layoffs] were bound to happen.” 

Hatfield served as the head of the power sector V.C. unit since
its inception in December 2000 (PFR, 12/18/00). Prior to that,
he headed CIBC’s power technology investment banking effort,

which at the time was one of the leading lights in the U.S. power
tech investment banking market. Under Hatfield’s stewardship
CIBC World Markets participated in equity or debt offerings for
such energy tech outfits as Fuel Cell Energy, American Super
Conductor, Active Power and Proton Energy Systems. 

Hatfield told PFR when he moved into merchant banking that
the new venture capital unit would focus on investing in power
companies with significant growth potential, proprietary
technology and experienced management. He added the group
would use CIBC’s balance sheet for investments rather than seek
external funding. PFR was unable to ascertain what investments
the unit has made in the power tech sector. —A.L.A

CIBC CLOSES
(continued from page 1)
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Quote Of The Week
“It would be a powerhouse in the Northeast.”— Jeffrey Gildersleeve,
an analyst at Argus Research in New York, reflecting on the impact of
a National Grid/Northeast Utilities tie-up (see story, page 1). 

One Year Ago In Power Finance & Risk
Tractebel Power was planning to tap the project loan market
later in the third quarter with a $1.3 billion revolver to partly
finance the construction of five power plants in the U.S.  It
hired Credit Suisse First Boston and ING Barings to arrange
the jumbo financing. [The financing has yet to come to
market and bankers say Tractebel is considering dividing the
loan up into four smaller project loans. CSFB and ING are
still advising on the financing.]

Are you getting the most out of your 
Power Finance & Risk subscription?

As a Power Finance & Risk subscriber, you’re entitled to access the Power
Finance & Risk Web site – absolutely free. Go to www.iipower.com to discover
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3800 between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. EDT.

banker says syndication will be a one-shot round, unlike the
two-round approach in PSEG.

Four banks are being sought for $50 million tickets and are
likely to get a commitment fee of 100 basis points, says a
market official, who adds $25 million commitments will get
75 basis points and $15 million contributions will garner 50
basis points. The facility is priced at LIBOR plus 162.5 basis
points, heading up to 175 basis points for the final two years. 

—Peter Thompson

CONECTIV READIES
(continued from page 1)

energy concern, given their current market capitalizations of $18.5
billion and $2.7 billion, respectively. 

Although unaware of the talks, Jeffrey Gildersleeve, an
analyst at Argus Research in New York, says that a merger
between the two companies would come as no surprise given
there has been a great deal of M&A speculation surrounding
them both. He points out that National Grid has been looking
to expand further in the U.S. and that Northeast Utilities has
been seeking a partner since the recent termination of its
merger with Consolidated Edison. 

For National Grid, Gildersleeve says, “The acquisition would
make perfect sense because Northeast Utilities is geographically
close to its other subsidiaries and it has been a solid performer in
the utility sector. Also, National Grid’s strategy is to become a
leader in the region and with [Northeast Utilities] under its belt,
it would be a powerhouse in the Northeast.” 

Regarding Northeast Utilities, Gildersleeve says the recent
sale of a major portion of its generation capacity should help
pave the way for a merger with National Grid because the latter
would not look to acquire a large amount of generation. He
notes that last month Northeast Utilities sold its 88.2% stake in
the Seabrook nuclear facility to FPL Group for $836.6 million
and the Millstone power station to Dominion Resources last
March for $1.28 billion. 

In the U.S., National Grid owns five electricity distribution
companies including Massachusetts Electric, Narragansett
Electric, Granite State Electric, Nantucket Electric and Niagara
Mohawk. National Grid’s recent state-side acquisition of NiMo
in January made it the second largest combined electricity and
gas utility in New York and doubled the size of National Grid’s
U.S. business. It also owns New England Power, which operates
electricity transmission facilities in Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
New Hampshire and Vermont. 

Its desire to expand further in the U.S was underscored by

NATIONAL GRID
(continued from page 1)

Calendar
The Edison Electric Institute and the Canadian Electricity
Association will hold their annual Convention/Expo 2002 at
the Boston Marriott Copley Place in Boston on June 2-4. Guest
speakers include Rudolph Giuliani, former Mayor of New
York. For further information go to www.eei.org/2002

its decision to buy Lattice. National Grid said that the deal
afforded minimal growth benefits in the U.K., but would
enhance its U.S. acquisition firepower. 

Northeast Utilities serves more than 1.7 million electric
power customers in Connecticut, Massachusetts and New
Hampshire. Its electricity subsidiaries are Connecticut Light
& Power, Public Service Company of New Hampshire,
Western Massachusetts Electric and North Atlantic Energy.
Northeast Utilities also owns Yankee Gas Services, its natural
gas subsidiary, and some other non-utility companies.    

—Amanda Levin Arnold


